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Good Day to the President of the United States, 
the Prime Minister of the United States and 
Good Day for the United States Congress

My name is  Peter  Gottwald.  I  come from the Czech Republic.  I  was born in  1992 Today,  I'm 
European political prisoner. You have me on a lot of messages, and you well know my situation or 
identity, many years.
At the beginning of the letter want to thank you for taking the time for the current situation. Sure, 
I'll very much for your time and willingness. This letter is important for you, this letter is relevant to 
most of mankind on planet Earth. The letter concerned by the current situation in Europe and many 
problems. The letter can rapidly affect the situation towards a better direction. I will therefore thank 
you for your efforts to give the letter and wasting time.
This letter is for your awareness of the value that is based on your cooperation with Europe. It is  
highly problematical an event which must be immediately solved! It is a problem that is really large 
and must be urgently resolved according to law and standard procedure !! Problem who rozhodouje 
the current levels of world politics, and if you do not respect these deeds, then can come the global 
crisis, coups policy, many other global problems.
It is essential that you have you realized that your cooperation with Europe is a major loss for the 
United States, for your government, your nation and existence. Therefore, it is always necessary to 
begin  to  respect  this  situation.  It  is  certain  that  this  situation  respecting  the  form of  planning 
strategies along with others, as well as today, it is no form to remove terrorism efforts.
Today is for you very necessary to understand the current strength of reality. Vas partner centuries,  
many  other  political  European  partners,  European  Country  French  Republic,  the  Republic  of 
Germany,  Luxembourg,  the  Kingdom  of  Belgium,  the  Netherlands  and  Spain,  the  Portuguese 
Republic,  Switzerland  and  Italy,  subsequently  the  Czech  Republic(!!!),  Hungary,  Slovakia, 
Romania, the Republic of Bulgaria , it is probably also the Republic of Turkey and the Republic of  
Slovenia. Maybe a lot more. Sure, it's also about the European Union and the Council of Europe.
These political groups today do not have a full-fledged political rights and they are not politically 
legitimate. You do not know them too well, but you are not able to accept reality. It is therefore 
necessary to  realize  true value of  European political  association!  This,,  Your 'awareness  of  the 
benefits for the whole world!
You had a really strong you must realize that European political  societies together 200,000,000 
murdered children so that Europe can continue to support National perverse game which is based on 
the rape of children robbed of human rights, public forced children and adults for slavery, torture,  
torture to death, totaling These are really the worst deeds in the history of mankind !!!! The worst 
deeds in the history of mankind, deeds which are operated for the national pastime of reality show. 
Acts who created the worst person on the planet and realistic, they are the worst terrorist group on 
the planet! They now working with the murder of two hundred million children, at the same time 
they are robbing over a possible 170 governments of countries on this  planet.  These European 
political alliance had stolen over several Kvadriliard Eur according to the high math! This is the 
greatest record in the history of mankind. Likely it is that Europe owes to determine the value of 
financial  debt,  one  planet  earth  for  every  government  on  the  planet  earth.  Maybe  even  more! 
Therefore, it  is necessary that you are you aware that Europe is in a situation where he has no 
options to choose from. Europe goes strong to be extinguished and you have no chance to provide 
any other  assistance.  Your help is  just  promoting global  terrorism! Therefore,  you too must  be 
brutally punished and by World Laws against You !
Today it is certain that Europe's future will just wait for the World Hate! Brutal and intense hatred 
from around the world! 
Europe today is working for the destruction of many of the project. These projects are the biggest 
step in the history of mankind since the creation of the planet Earth! This is the true reality and you 



have to respect that!
Therefore,  to Europe could further destroy these valuable steps around the world,  Europe must 
benefit your political favor. Your political patronage maintains a dominant position in Europe to 
international rules and practices, a strategy of political positions and also possible other cenych of 
other raw materials. It is a strategy which exploits Europe because that could rob the whole world 
and expand this global terrorism! Therefore, you never had, we must not encourage Europe, no 
way! Europe only politically Abuse USA.
The whole world now sees this collaboration between you. Cooperation between Europe and the 
United States. The whole world brings you observe. Keep in mind that the world we see today as 
Europe We help you thieve around the world trillion Euros every day! At the same time just so he 
could kill 20,000 children every day! Publicly at the National Reality show which is based on the 
inhuman acts!
Therefore, this is one of the reasons why the whole world refuses to cooperate with the United 
States and many support other parties. For example, support for the Republic of Cuba at UNGA 
Resolution last year. All the governments of the countries except Israel, which is dependent on your 
cooperation so that he could kill innocence people and displace them from territories, with the help 
of your co-operation for the occupation. You against the whole world watching and starts to hate 
you. Many countries who hate you today, according to recent findings, if you will cooperate with 
Europe,  it  certainly will  stop support of the Russian Federation,  many countries in Asia,  all  of 
Africa and South America at the same time soon. You lose your value. It is true that even today, 
you're even dependent on me, and in many time's !
If you have a vested interest in keeping your political rights, political legitimacy and political value, 
so you have to understand the current reality. Your main page for political cooperation, European 
countries, they are today the biggest and cold-blooded mass murderers in history !!! If you're going 
to support Europe, the whole world sees you as the person who worked on the worst murders in the 
history of mankind! And many many more, the worst deeds in the history of humanity, acts against 
the values that have a rapidly more important than all of you! The values that belong to the world!
No one will be interested to know that you did not desire to stop collaborate and support this global 
terrorism!
Keep in mind your work, try to think about how the whole world sees you! You are the main person 
that  maintains  stability  in  Europe,  because  you  are  the  main  person who preserves  this  world 
terrorism in existence, because you're the person that participates in the conflict which might be 
worth a new world war!
You are now people who support European policies, it is a group which is according to the real 
statistics much worse than ISIS or any other terrorist group, terrorist group which goes so mark 
under international law! Extremely much worse than any other group !!!!! 
Therefore, I wonder why you try to destroy ISIS, a group that goes to destroy a couple of hours with 
the help of my technology, but at the same time you are supporting Europe which is much worse 
than all the terrorist threats around the world. How is that possible that you can control its political 
direction by the persons who are not ideal for you, but those that are worse than anyone else, they  
have strong support from you ???! Europe killed 200,000,000 children for using the national reality 
show, you are supporting him?!
You know what's the main thing right? ISIS is a terrorist group with several guns and vehicles in the 
city without any stronger political values. The worst thing is that European countries are the greatest 
terrorists in the history of mankind, at the same time they can exploit the political value! If you stop 
supporting Europe, the whole world, we will have to destroy them. The loss of USA is not for  
anyone loss, there is a much more significant value!!
Keep  in  mind,  the  whole  world  is  watching  you.  In  recent  times,  the  conflicts  in  Iraq  and 
Afghanistan.  Genocide  in  young  children,  many dead  people.  Strong  conflicts  of  ten  years.  A 
conflict which started with one small terrorist attack, firing two aircraft on the tower house WTO. 
Today, Europe stole minimally Quadriliard Euros around the world. Europe today has killed 200 
million children. You, the USA government will support European policies immediately after he 



fired a lot of people in Iraq and Afghanistan ????
United States, Congress today are not interested to act according to reality. You act according to 
personal interest which so but because support global terrorism, abuse of political power, violations 
of international law, threats to the safety and much more. According to the reality that today you are 
supporting the worst deeds in the history of mankind, because European governments are for your 
traditional.
This is a situation that goes against the needs of your policy and against the world's need. You now 
go against the whole world! Your support of Europe's opposition to your economy, politics, nation 
and political stability and maybe even for your future political existence. Promote Europe, it is only 
a loss for the USA. Europe today has no chance of winning, Europe faces today only for the lapse.  
Therefore, your help is the only one without significantly!
It is also the possibility of extinction of political existence for some of your political persons, who 
in the future will lose all rights, the future government of USA Ascertain what they generated a loss  
for the USA, the loss in value of the Dollar to XOF 01/01 or failure of your policy, the loss of many 
values , strongly crisis. Therefore, your government support for capital punishment USA on electric 
chair  for everyone who supports  Europe.  Then, they will  be marked as global terrorism. These 
persons will be worldwide the most wanted persons, for immediate liquidation!
Therefore,  you  remember  a  necessary  thing.  Europe  itself  and  voluntarily  created  their  own 
situation,  which  had  not  changed.  Today,  yesterday or  tomorrow,  this  situation  must  never  be 
changed because it is not! Europe created a situation which exceeded all values of humanity in the 
direction of inhuman act and losses! Europe must be brutally punished forever! Europe must be 
punished. Europe today rob the whole world because Europe will soon for sure the hated around the 
world. The whole world will hate the whole of Europe today, You alone and your support, you will 
be here again in difficulties. Therefore, you will not be respected, the whole world will hate along 
with Europe. 
Europe has a strong problem, this problem has not stop and you have to respect that. Europe can 
create  a  powerful  problem,  your  help  is  grossly  inadequate!  Your  help  only  prolong  robbing 
worldwide. Your support for Europe is a waste of humanity! Even today, it is certain that Europe 
will have no chance against that could win this fact, a fact that is based on the Acts of the worst in 
the history of mankind. Your efforts to help Europe, it will bring only losses that will never be 
returned.
Therefore, today European governments are abusing the land of your cooperation, so that European 
policies endured the longest time. Political those European governments have a strong fear of the 
judgment of the Court in the world. They will be enforced throughout the world, for the worst 
judicial rulings in the history of mankind. Again reality, it will be the worst of court judgments in 
the history of mankind! Therefore, the European political people will try to abuses your support and 
do not care that you can also disappear. They will destroy you so that they could be free one day 
plus one, as it is today, in all reality.
It is a reality which again pulling down your country and politics. It is a situation in which you can 
lose a strong value! And rapid historical change for the USA.
Today's current political situation in Europe is based on how many options. The main options are 
based  on my offer,  to  add to  my side  so  I  gained dominance  to  European countries  under  its 
sovereignty.  It  is today Europe for the best option that can maintain the existence of European 
civilization in the future and my policy. It is true that I may refuse Europe. I might not interested in  
being  responsible  for  the  future  consequences  of  Europe.  Consequences  of  extreme  value  in 
disaster, Europe today, for me it is not sufficiently valuable place.
The second biggest chance for the existence of European Vlad country is to join Russia and launch 
world's  occupation.  Occupation,  World  War  against  the  whole  world.  Europe must  exterminate 
humankind three quarters. Therefore, to get rid of all the problems. Therefore, it is advantageous to 
Europe joined the Russian Federation and RF forced to interact. If there is any conflict, and it is 
certain that the European territory expire and will remain the only one here deserted civilization and 
anarchy, squat, terrorism, crime. City will lose value, no civilization no longer work, the whole 



world misuses the value of the debt and initiate the mines,  mining trees and biomass,  uranium 
mining, diamond, gold, other precious and industrial raw materials. Soon begin to fail all business 
site, every business goes bankrupt, extreme unemployment and famine. 
The same happens if I add a European country to you, even if you abused the information from my 
direction.
If  Europe  join  Russia  or  extinguished  separately,  then  the  Russian  Federation  and  many other 
countries gain greater ability of political power than you, many countries on this planet starts to 
abuses. You will lose all value and will in the end. You can be extinguished if anyone will want.  
Your policy based on cooperation with Europe will be pointless, it's your political zone which will  
be dependent on me.
Your policy in the direction of APEC is about to begin again lose value. The whole world at large 
will blame you for your support for global terrorism and abuse of political power, whether political 
force that will make you want to remove everyone, everyone will want to remove! Your political 
cooperation in the OAS will soon begin to wear off, too. South America and Central Caribbean just 
watching how you rob each economic  or  political  positions,  especially,  you lose  out  on is  the 
biggest step in the history of their country, so that you promote Europe, the biggest terrorist in the 
history of mankind!
Who the vas will be interested? Africa? You are Africwe supported death for 200 million children. 
At the same time, you are in Africa have supported life issues for roughly 800 million people every 
day and much more, much more. Who will support you? Who will enter your values? You just 
robbing each, in the future it will have on your values  one is interested, your offers will replace 
hundreds of others around the world.
Independence Europe is not possible. Europe must perish. Europe today is working on the worst 
acts in human history and more ! Existence of European Governments, this is first biggest dissasters 
of mankind ! With all fact's !
On the other hand, I'm for European countries only salvation.  My plans and political  rights to 
political and judicial law says depend on a present situation, I am the person that Europe can keep 
stable in function and reduce the value of the issue at 10%, then one year at 0%. At the same time, I  
will get the new political support that is based on,, first step 'and it is for European civilization, they 
are the best!  At the same time, I may be convenient for you, I  can be advantageous for many 
osotanich country in the European Union, the OECD, the OSCE (!!!) or in other countries who are  
financially and politically dependent on the existence of Europe. I can keep Atlantic Policy and 
collaborate. I can keep allegiance to be maintained for our cooperation, cooperation that will replace 
all the values of Europe. Cooperation that will provide us stability and security, no conflicts, current 
standard in the better direction and more options for our policy.
While it's true my sovereignty over European territories of these countries is really important for 
many other countries throughout the world. It is a step which can be for many countries on this 
planet, one of the most significant step in the history ltechto country. It is a value that is jammed in 
several tens, the hundreds of trillions of these countries, while it can be even more rapidly! It is the 
economic value, then it can also political values and also strategic. It can clearly be friendly values 
that are much better than friendly value from false europe who are trying to abuse the political  
power of each one may prolong the existence of a European terrorism.
It is certainly that at least 170 countries at its support plan to me. Under the principle of UNSC or  
not.
At the same time, is it true that I can get European countries and establish sovereignty there. Is this 
true  and  is  the  best  choice  for  all  of  Europe,  for  Europe.  For  each  country  on  the  European 
continent.  Is  it  true that  because  I  won the  European territory ja,  ja  so we just  need to  occur 
functional operation according to all the rights and according to the real situation by situation who 
is here today. The reality, law, laws, administrative support others and justice, these are my basic  
steps will give me victory against this historical monster. Honorary values, values  based on truth 
and honesty, the value of which are designed for the best interests of European nations. 
According to today's reality where Europe has created and surpassed the worst deeds in the history 



of mankind, because Europe can be destroyed with the help of nuclear weapons. 
Europe  today has  created  a  situation  where  they lose  all  value.  To that  I  would  be  freed  and 
politically able,  it  is  extremely much greater  value for the whole world,  higher  value than the 
European Union or the European continent and population. 
If I would like to compare the value of Europe against me, I can say that if someone destroyed the 
whole  of  Europe with the help of  nuclear  weapons,  then  the  entire  world that  celebrated  over 
thousands of years, all human civilization for more than several hundreds of stars in the universe!  
Several billion people, maybe a few billiards. The largest celebration indeed. It's a good step for  
mankind, according to all the facts! A fact which Europe has continuously supported and try to 
maintain this value.
Europe has no chance. Europe can only support me. Europe today has only options, encourage me, 
and I will gain European territory. This was supposed to happen a long time ago because it is the 
only possibility for the existence of Europe. Every day is a very important and valuable! Every lost 
day just wakes bigger and bigger hatred in the world. The hatred that lasts for several thousand 
years. In the final phase europe have no other options are active choice.
Europe and European political personalities know about it. They know about it, they are afraid of 
judicial judgment. Therefore, they are trying to prolong their day of freedom. They are not afraid of 
destroying  the  whole  of  Europe.  Therefore,  they  maintain  media  censorship  against  me,  they 
threaten reporters and other reporters, leading corruption, stolen finance in banks, support murder, 
threats, and much more. Each day, the loss of several trillion euros, this is an extreme minimum of 
every day, for them it is not a problem because they are free.
They know that if I will be able to communicate freely, free life, then Europe will lose all political 
power. They would lose everything and immediately expire. Ja politically brutally you destroy the 
whole of Europe and not remain anything to them, the whole world will  go to Europe to have 
beaten these political parties. The whole world will travel to Europe so that these could have beaten 
political person, people from all over Asia, Australia, Africa, America, often from Europe. This is 
reality based on actual values.
Actual values  are based on my person. I am the beneficial and valuable for everyone. For Asia, 
Africa, Australia, and at the same time for America to Europe. For you and the Russian Federation. 
According to the probable situations, support me the whole world.
Is it true that every person who supports this European policy applied, either this person, anyone, 
person or political position and ordinary citizens. They will probably be sent to prison for a lifetime. 
Veznice that are designed for the worst murderers, rapists, psychopaths, criminal actors, thieves and 
rapists, perverts, people who are in such a community for over fifty years. The second option is  
immediately punishable by the death penalty in your country if they were baked in an electric chair 
for several hours minimum. This is the reality of their act. They are intended to be the worst judicial 
rulings in the history of mankind! This goes against much larger values than what he is planet Earth. 
Such a penalty would have given you and your future government of the United States.
Your current support Europe today, as a result it is seen in the direction of your values to lose the 
Republic of Cuba. The whole world supported the Cuban Republic, a country which is in the same 
situation as me. In my situation, everyone would support full justice and released me from Europe  
or the introduction of sovereignty in Europe, he earns a few more trillion euro. It is clear that even 
your future government of the country would grant you support capital punishment for terrorism. If 
it beating, your country's government then extinguished.
In the future, the whole world will try to get as much evidence of the existence of collaboration 
between you and Europe. The whole world of which has a new opportunity to obtain your country 
several trillion euros minimal throughout your territory and trading company, then the position for 
extraction of raw materials.
Therefore, I want you to ask a lot. Is it convenient for you to support Europe? EUROPEAN lies and 
abuse of political power? It is convenient for you to support a European terrorism and robbing the 
world?  That's  for  you  You  can  not  be  an  advantageous  situation.  Do  you  have  an  interest  in 
supporting the European lying that created the fear of jail and the worst judicial judgment?



Test yourself think. What is the current and real situation of European countries, what will be the 
future?  Over  what  actually  is  the  situation  of  European countries  ???  The situation  which  has 
records historical value. Europe is, in fact all the worst offense in the history of mankind, this is the  
greatest tragedy and the greatest disaster.  According to the actual statistics still  on planet Earth 
never happened nothing worse. Toghle is today perhaps lost value for the whole world!
Your cooperation with Europe, it is for you only path of destruction from Europe, so that you helped 
Europe. Therefore, to eventually disappear Europe and takes you down with him.
This will be the undoing of which support the entire world.
United  States  of  America is  based  on the law,  the reality of  politics  and effort  from freedom. 
Therefore, I hope that you realize the need to establish cooperation and therefore you prefer we 
uphold the law, justice, security, good step for the world. 
Therefore it is certain that you will understand what is today a reality and refuse cooperation with 
France in the UNSC. France cooperate in the murder of 200 million children just to cause harm to 
the world. Therefore they have a fear of judicial decisions throughout the world, so that they could 
exploits political power for the promotion of global terrorism, terrorism who is rapidly much worse 
than any other in the history of all mankind. The United Nations and the Security Council was 
against dictators like Hitler, because that had never suffered a war. France is now rapidly worse than 
Hitler and France today supports situation that can kill over several miliards people, more than half 
exterminate mankind on this planet. France supports situation which could result The global nuclear 
war. France today officially endorsed the worst deeds in the history of mankind!
France not can work with name of United Nation SECURITY COUNCIL !
France today, it is official  and according to all the statistics and the biggest cold-blooded mass 
murderer in the history of all humanity!!!!!
Sure, I do want to point out, too, if your organization alliance in NATO / OTAN, if this alliance will 
work and you will support European terrorism, then delivered to a situation when the whole world 
will be forced so that a single launched destruction and defense with the help of nuclear weapons. 
Any support Europe on your part, it  can fetch the scale of losses to humanity and is preferable 
would support the reality: the Euro Governments of countries are the largest and cold-blooded mass 
murderers  in  history.  European  governments  have  committed  the  worst  acts  in  human  history. 
European governments jointly support  the country today,  the greatest  terrorist  in  the history of 
mankind. The current political cooperation between European countries is based on communication 
with persons who robs Europe of the greatest financial value in the history of mankind. Europe is a  
fact of existence of the worst in the history of mankind!
Therefore, I hope that you will support and add reality to me.
Take, upon conclusion of the letter, I want to you ask about media assistance because it is necessary 
to  eliminate  Europe's  efforts  to  block me.  It  must  stop immediately and Europe to  ensure full 
cooperation! It is necessary that the media has published everything, because Europe is abusing its 
political power and media blocks. Europe must be stopped immediately! 
Today  Europe  Abuse  Tiche  situation  is  abusing  me  for  hypnosis,  sometimes  creating  false 
arguments, expands intrigue, trying to mock the pride so that Europe has gained more political 
power, Navada other citizens to support terrorism for which they will have to walk on the death 
penalty  or  life  imprisonment,  encourage  the  expansion  scgizofrenie  my  people,  schizophrenia 
against others. Europe exploits the situation for the silent support of terrorism and the extension of 
their personal stability in the direction of international politics. 
Today, in my opinion it is possible that Europe will seek to exploit and with Google in the last year 
started publishing identical projects which I already own over ten years. It's good for you to provide 
a full explanation of this situation because if not, then the whole world can take advantage of this 
situation and anyone will have a chance so to lead your country to the extreme bankruptcy which 
will support the entire world.
At the same time, the end of the letter, I thank you for your time. Thank you for Your Backlinks 
views and I will certainly wait for a response. Thank you for reading your letter and I hope that you 
will  understand the realities that must be stopped immediately because it  is for the good of all  



mankind! 
Our cooperation in the future, it may be strongly significant values than with Europe today. We can 
ensure  stability  and  common  security.  We  can  provide  a  much  better  and  more  advantageous 
civilization and historical progress, progress which are the largest since the creation of the planet 
Earth.
Sure, I will still offer my confirmation of the current situation and my efforts to communicate with 
European courts which are occupied by European terrorism from the part of European policy.

My confirmation for comunication of European Main Courts. I am blocked with terrorism,  
haven't better chance. Here :
http://ulozto.cz/xYgpXxU9/confirm-of-comunication-to-ccofeurope-pdf

Thank you and good luck for keeping your policies!

Thank you and good luck for keeping your 
civilization.
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